THE ECONOMY OF INDO-CHINA
theoretical reproaches, and the success of the tariff autonomy in French
West Africa gave food for thought. In 1911, a feeble -effort was made
towards a modification of the current system whichs although intended
as a colonial pacifier, resulted only in intensifying assimilation, for it
gave four Ministers the right to veto exceptions demanded by the
colony. Nevertheless, before the War, the exceptions list, inadequate
as it was, had made headway and already formed the nucleus of a
tariff regime, individual to the colony. Export taxes, not found in
France, were a characteristic of the Indo-Chinese tariff. They were
not organized until 1898, and had a fiscal rather than a protectionist
character. This delicate and difficult type of taxation has tended to
disappear, for it had had a discouraging effect upon commerce, which
even the Metropole noted, along with the local industrialists.
The War, with its persistent need of money, remitted indefinitely
the reduction of Indo-China's tariff. But in 1916 a committee under
Morel studied the problem for two years, when the possibility of a
general revision of French tariff halted that committee's work. Post-
War opinion reflected a changed attitude on the part of Paris, which
had become painfully aware of the importance of raw materials. It was
recognized that colonial output could not be artificially stimulated by
a protection based on raising French tariff, since this would only
stimulate reprisals from other countries. Far better would it be to
Increase systematically the colony's resources by a special programme
of public works. Sarraut's plan to this effect had to be
because of post-War financial embarrassment, and except for some
oratorical pyrotechnics the situation remained about as it was before
1914. More colonial congresses and new official inquiries to re-
arouse Parliament to action.
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